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Uterine leiomyosarcoma (Ut-LMS) is resistant to 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy; therefore, 

surgical interventions are virtually the only means 
of clinical treatment. The prognosis of patients 
with Ut-LMS is poor, and the 5-year survival rate is 
approximately 35%. Uterine leiomyoma (LMA) may 
occur in 70-80% of women by the age of 50 years. 
Difficulties have been reported in distinguishing 
Ut-LMS from other uterine mesenchymal tumors 
including uterine LMA, and diagnosis generally 
requires surgery and cytoscopy; therefore, a 
diagnostic method needs to be established that can 
identify non-standard smooth muscle differentiation. 
Exosomes are lipid-bilayer-enclosed extracellular 
vesicles that contain nucleic acids and proteins. 
They are secreted from all cells and circulate in the 
blood. Specific detection and isolation of tumor-cell-
derived exosomes in the circulation are currently 

lacking. Using molecular analyses, our research group 
identifies cellular factors, which are established as 
potential biomarkers for Ut-LMS, specifically enriched 
in clinical materials derived from Pts with Ut-LMS. The 
molecular experiments demonstrated the differential 
expression of cyclin E and P27/KIP1, that regulate 
cell-cycle G1 arrest via PSMB9/b1i expression. The 
discovery of differential expression of factors on a key 
cell-signaling pathway may provide new targets for 
diagnostic approaches and therapeutic intervention. 
Efficacy and reliability of immunohistological 
candidate-biomarker as a differential diagnosis for 
uterine mesenchymal tumors have been examined 
by a large clinical study PRUM-IBio study. We will 
report a part of the results of this clinical study. These 
studies were conducted in accordance with university 
ethical guidelines.

A study to establish method of prognostic prediction for uterine mesenchymal 
tumor by immuno histological biomarkers 
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